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Comparison of Viscosities of Rubbers from the McKee 
Worker-Consistometer and from the Mooney Viscometer 

A. B. Bestul, G. E. Decker, and H. S. White 

Viscosit ies of three Gll- S rubbers a nd t hree Gll- I rubbers were measured at 100 0 C 
wi th t h e McKee worker-consistometer, a piston-type capilla ry viscometer , a nd with t he 
standard Mooney viscometer, a rotatin g disk instrument. Rates of shear from severa l 
tent hs to several hundred sec- I were covered wi th t he co nsis tometer and from 0.1 sec- I 
to several sec- I with t h e Mooney viscom eter. The procedure for preparin g the samples 
and takin g t he m easurements wit h t he Mooney viscometer was selected as giving t he bes t 
possible simulation of t he co ndi t ions of t he standard Mooney m easurement, cons istent with 
a valid indication of t he temperature of t h e sample and as nea rly as possible a like state of 
degradation a t a ll rates of shear . The viscositi es from t he consistomete r were calcula ted, 
using t he Weissenberg-llabinowit sch differentiation met hod for reducing observed fl ow 
data to fundament al quant ities. The agreement of t he results from the two instruments in 
t heir common ra nge varies for t he di fferent r ubbers, bein g bette r for t he Gll- S's. The bes t 
agreement is within abo ut 2 percent, t he uncer tainty of t he measurements, a nd t h e wo rst 
is within abou t 20 percent . T he result from both ins t rum ents fo r X- 51S GR- S agree with 
resu lts obtained by T reloar for a " Standard Gll- S" wit h a Piper a nd Scott bicon ical rotor 
modifi cation of t he Moo ney viscometer . As t he d isagree ments sh own a re not the same fo r 
a ll t he rubbers t hey cannot be t he resu lt of co nsta nt in s trumental diffe rences, but m us t 
involve factors such as hydro tatic press ure, elas ticity, and slippage at i ns trum ent s urfaces. 

I. Introduction 

The M cK ee worker-consistometer [1],2 which was 
recen tly adap ted to measuremen ts of th e viscosit ies 
of raw rubbers [2, 3], is a piston-type capillary vis
cometer . Probably th e most commonly used instru
ment for measuring such viscosities is th e standard 
Mooney viscometer [4], which is based on a rotating 
disk . The results ob tained wi th th e two instru
ments for a given rubber should agree if, for both 
instruments, the method used for interpreting th e 
observed data and for reducing them to fundamen tal 
quan tities is truly applicable to the situation con
cer·ned. In order to check th e applicabili ty of th e 
methods used it is necessary to compare resul ts from 
the two instruments . Such comparison has been 
made with th e r esul ts for three GR- S and three 
GR- I rubbers at lOOo C. 

II. Materials and Apparatus 

The six rubbers for which viscosities were meas
ured are listed, wi th descrip tive data, in table l. 

The worker-consistometer used and its opemtion 
are described in reference [2 , 3]. R ates of sh ear 
lower than those mentioned in reference [2 , 3] wer e 
obtained by increasing the number of gears between 
the driving motor and worm gear. 

The standard Mooney viscometer and its opera
tion are described in reference [4] . However speeds 
other than th e standard 2 rpm are repor ted here. 
In unreported measurements on th e GR- S rubbers 
with this apparatus and with a biconical ro tor 
Mooney viscometer [6], these two instrumen ts gave 
iden tical viscosit ies for a given rubber if the samples 
were treated similarly in th e two instrumen ts. 

I 'rhe work reported here was sponsored by the Reconstruction F inance 
0 orporation, Offi ce or R ubber Reserve. 

2 F igures in brackcts indicate the li terature references at the end of this paper. 

R ll bber 

T ABLl<; 1. Ru bbers investigated 

Orig in 
Poly meri

zation tem
perature 

Standard 
M ooney 
reading a 

----- ---1--- - ----- - -------

X - 518 OR- S _________ Standard reference 10L __ 
X -558 OR- S _________ . _____ do __________________ _ 
X-478 OR- S __________ P roduction sam ple _____ _ 
Y- 105 OR- I- 17 _______ Stan dard reference 10L __ 
G R- I-18 B-13 ________ P rod uction sample _____ _ 
GR- I- 18 D __ ______________ do _______________ __ _ _ 

°C 
50 

5 
5 

- 90 
- 90 
- 90 

49 
59 
64 
61 
78 
81 

_ 1000 C, 2 rpm, large ro tor, 4-min readings, GR-S samples prepared according 
to T aylor 15). G R- l 's tested as received. 

F or this reason it was fel t that the standard Mooney 
viscometer was satisfactory for the present com
parisons, and that it was no t necessary to use the 
biconical instrument, which has a mor e nearly 
uniform rate of shear throughout the flow field. 

III. Measurements and Treatment of Data 

1. Worker-Consistomete r 

M easurements were made in the worker-con
sistometer with a 50-hole shearing elemen t at 
reciprocal r ates of piston t ravel from about 13.6 
hrjin. to 1 min/in. These rates correspond to rates 
of . shear from abou t 0.3 to 500 sec- I. The pro
cedure in th ese meaS Qremen ts is as follows : A fresh 
sample of rubber (not mill-m a.ssed) is placed in the 
instrument and forced thro ugh th e sh earing element 
10 times at a nomin al rate of shear of 100 sec- I. 
During these passes the apparen t viscosity of the 
rubber increases. Previous measuremen ts [2] show 
that the viscosity of the rubber a t a given rate of 
sh ear r emains nearly constan t for th e second lo 
passes. The data at all rates repor ted are ob tained 
between the ten th and the twentieth passes on one 
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filling of the instrument. In this instrument the 
differences between results for GR- S samples mill
massed for 25 passes and samples that have not been 
mill-massed are small enough to be ignored. 

The observed pressure drop across the capillary 
(P) and volume rate of flow (Q) are converted to 
shearing stress at the capillary wall (sw) and nominal 
rate of shear (D) by the usual relations 

(1) 

where Rand L are the radius (0.0188 em) and length 
(0.635 em), respectively, of the capillary. The 
actual rate of shear at the capillary wall (Yw) is 
obtained from the relation 

Yw= (D/4) (3+d log D id log sw). (2) 

This relation is the result of the differentiation 
method for reducing observed data to fundamental 
quantities. This method is described by Mooney 
[7] and others. The term d log D/d log Sw is obtained 
for a given value of D by plotting log D against log 
Sw over the range available and measuring the 
tangential slope at the point concerned. In this 
paper viscosity (1/) is defined as the ra tio of shearing 
stress to rate of shear, regardless of whether the 
flow is Newtonian. According to this usage the 
quantities called viscosities are not material con
stants for non-Newtonian substances, but are 
merely helpful ratios, the numerical values of which 
vary with the rate of shear or the shearing stress. 
This usage has been adopted by Burgers and Scott
Blair [8] and by Reiner [9], and has been used by 
numerous other authors. The ratio swhw is thus 
the viscosity corresponding to the rate of shear -Yw. 

2. Mooney Viscometer 

'When a fresh sample of any of the GR-S rubbers 
used (mill-massed according to Taylor [5]) is placed 
in a Mooney viscometer and the instrument started, 
the viscosity first rises to a maximum and then 
decreases continually with further shearing. This 
decrease results from molecular degradation. Vis
cosity results varying by as much as a factor of 2 
can be obtained, depending on the procedure used 
in taking the measurements [10, 11]. The data 
reported here for the GR-S rubbers in the Mooney 
viscometer were obtained by a procedure that meets 
the following three requu'ements: (1) the rubber 
should be allowed to come to the temperature of the 
instrument before data are taken; (2) the data at all 
rates of shear should b e taken on material in as 
n early as possible a uniform state of degradation; 
and (3) conditions should simulate as nearly as pos
sible those of the standard Mooney measurement. 
The procedure selected is as follows. A fresh, mill
massed sample is placed in the instrument, which 
has previously been heated to 100° C. Ten minutes 
is allowed for the rubber to reach the temperature of 
the instrument. The viscometer is then started at 
2 rpm. At the end of 4 min the gage reading is 
recorded, and the speed is reduced to 1.5 rpm. As 

soon as the gage reading becomes steady at the new 
speed (less than 1 min) it is recorded and th e speed 
reduced again. F'urther readings are made at suc
cessive speeds of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.2 rpm. The speeds 
used correspond to rates of shear from 0.103 to 1.03 
sec-I. As GR-I rubbers do not show the above 
molecular degradation [5, 12], this procedure is not 
followed so exactly with them, and measurements 
are made at higher rates of shear. 

For the Mooney viscometer the observed gage 
reading (G) and rate of revolution (W) are converted 
to a volume average viscosity (1/) and rate of shear 
(.y) by the approximate method given by Mooney 
[4]. Mooney found that a purely theoretical anal
ysis had to be empu'ically corrected to give agree
ment with results from the "rubber rheometer" [13], 
a viscometer of more nearly uniform' rate of shear 
developed by him. This correction is used here. 
The numerical relations used here are 

1/ =34,00PG/W, and -Y = 0.516W (3) 

IV. Results 

R esults on the six rubbers with the worker-consis
tometer and with the Mooney viscometer, used 
according to the procedures described above, are 
given in figures 1 through 6 as logarithmic plots of 
viscosity at 100° C versus rate of shear. These 
figures also show the viscosities calculated from the 
standard Mooney readings. 
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For X- 518 GR-S (fig. 1) the two curves agree 
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FIG U R E 1. Viscosity of X-51B GR-S versus mte of shear. 

. , TTeloar; X, standard Mooney value; 0, worker-consistorneter values; e, 
Mooney values. 

within 10 percent over their common range. The 
standard Mooney value indicated by the x agrees 
with the Mooney curve within 3 percent. The 
two curves have slightly different slopes in their 
common region. However, an extension of the 
Mooney curve to slightly higher rates of shear 
appears to show better agreement with the worker
consistometer curve. 
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For X-558 GR- S (fig. 2) all comparable data agree 
within the uncertainty of the measurements. 

For X- 478 GR- S (fig. 3) the only Mooney obser
vation is the standard Mooney value. This value 
agrees with the ,vorker-consistometer curve with
in the uncer tainty of the measurements. 
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over their common region in every case. However , 
from figure 5 it appears that an extension of the 
Mooney curve to higher rates of shear may COillcide 
with the worker-consistometer curve. 
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FIGUl~E 4 . Viscosity of Y- 105 GR-I-17 ve1'SUS Tate of shear. 

X, Standard Mooney value; 0 , worker-consistometer values; e, Mooney 
0.1 1.0 100 500 values. 

FIGURE 2. Viscosity of X -558 G R-S versus Tate of shem·. 

X, Standard Mooney value; 0 , worker-consistometer valucs; e, Mooney 
values. 

The results for the three GR- I rubbers (fi gs. 4, 5, 
and 6) are sufficien tly similar so that they may be 
men tioned collectively . For these rubbers the 
sta.ndard M ooney values are in complete agreement 
with the presen t Mooney curves. This result would 
be expected since no degrada tion occurs under the 
conditions of the experiments [5, 12], and it is pre
sumably degradation that causes discrepancies here 
for the GR- S rubbers. In the region around 1 
sec- 1 the Mooney values are all about 20 percen t 
higher than the corresponding worker-consistometer 
values. A Mooney curve and a corresponding work
er-consistometel' curve do not have Id en tical slopes 
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Viscosity of X -478 GR-S versus Tate of shear. 

x, Standard Moouey value; 0, worker-consistometer values. 
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F I GUHE 5. Viscosity of GR-I-1 8 B-13 versus Tate of shear. 
x, Standard Mooney value; 0 , worker-consistometCl: valucs; e, Mooney 

values. 
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FIGUHE 6. V i scosity of GR-I-18 D verS1tS rate of sheaT. 

x, Standard Mooney value: 0 , worker-COllsistometer values; e, Mooney 
valnes . 
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FIGURE 7. TV01'ke1'-consistomete1' data faT GR-S rubbc1's. 

X . Standard Mooney valnes; O. X -558 GR- S; • . X-478 GR- S; CD . X - 518 GR- S. 
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FIGURE 8. W01'ker-consistometer data for GR-! rubbe1's . 

CD. D GR- I; • • B- 13 GR- I; O. Y- 105 GR- I. 
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FIGURE 9. Flow CU1'ves faT GR-S and GR-! rubbers. 

O. X-558 GR- S; • . Y-105 GR- I ; ___ • Mooney values; - . worker-consis-
t ometer values; x. standard Mooney values. 

Figure 7 is a composite plot of the worker-con
sistometer data for the GR- S rubbers. It is included 
as a demonstration of the differences in the flow 
curves for GR- S rubbers. The plots for X- 5I8 
GR- S and for X- 478 GR- S have approximately the 
same shapes, but different locations. The plots for 
X- 558 GR- S and for X- 478 GR- S have roughly the 
same locations, but different shapes. 

Figure 8 is a similar composite plot for the GR- I 
rubbers. It is interesting that although the flow 
curves for these three rubbers arE' separated at lower 
rates of shear they are nearly coincidental at higher 
rates of shear. 

In order to give a direct comparison of the data for 
a GR-S rubber with that for a GR- I, the results for 
X- 558 GR- S and for Y- I05 GR- I are plotted to
gether in figure 9. The viscosity of the GR- I 
rubber shows the most rapid decrease at lower rates 
of shear than does that of the GR- S. 

V. Discussion 

Since the differences shown in figures 1 to 6 be
tween the results from the two instruments for 
identical rubbers are not the same for all the rubbers, 
there is no constant instrumental difference between 
the instruments. 

In the case of the GR- S rubbers the variation of 
the differences may represent varied degrees of deg
raduation produced in different rubbers by the same 
procedure. Treloar [10] shows what large variations 
may be produced in the location of a flow curve by 
procedural differences. Unreported data of our own 
confirm this fact and also show that large differences 
in the slopes may be thus produced. 

The differences between the results from the two 
instruments for the GR- I rubbers show a large scale 
similarity within the group. In all three cases the 
Mooney values are about 20 percent higher than the 
worker-consistometer values. Degradation cannot 
be a factor in these differences. However, since the 
differences do not show, sufficient uniformity to be 
attributed completely to constant instrumental dif
ferences , they are apparently also contributed to by 
properties of the rubbers other than viscosity, such 
as elasticity, and adhesion to the viscometer surfaces. 
These properties may vary for the different rubbers 
and thus produce varied discrepancies. Known 
differences and variations in the hydrostatic pres
sures, and possible ones in the temperatures in the 
two instruments, would also result in differences 
that would not be related to the flow mechanics and 
that would vary for different rubbers having unlike 
pressure and temperature coefficients of viscosity. 
Another possible source of difference is the flow 
analysis for the Mooney viscometer, which is only 
approximate and may not take adequate account of 
the change of viscosity with rate of shear. Therefore 
the Mooney results on two rubbers having different 
flow curves may well compare differently with 
worker-consistometer results for the same two 
rubbers. 
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In the case of figure I, a tentative comparison 
with literature can be made. Treloar [10] gives 
flow data obtained with a biconical rotor Mooney 
viscometer [6] for a rubb er described as a "standard 
GR- S". Although this rubber is not described 
further, and the preparation of the sample is de
scribed only as "a preliminary light milling", the 
results probably represent a material similar to that 
treated in figure 1. Treloar's data have b een ex
pressed in the form of figure 1 and are plotted on 
that figure ( . ). Good agreement with the present 
results is shown, but it may be entirely fortuitou s in 
view of the extreme dependence of results on the 
preparation of the sample. 

VI. Conclusion 

It can be concluded that in the worst cases th ere 
is agreement within about 20 percent between results 
from th e worker-consistometer and those from the 
standard Mooney viscometer used according to the 
procedure described here. For two of th e rubbers 
investigated the differences are within the limits of 
uncertainty of Lhe measurements. The procedure 
used was selected as giving the best possible simula
tion of the conditions of the standard ;'![ooney 
measurement, consistent with a valid indication of 
the temperature of the sample. The degree of agree
ment shown is within reasonable expectations in 
view of the confusing factors mentioned above. 

It has also been demonstrated that the flow curves 

for different rubbers of a given type can be of notice
ably different character . 

Many of the calculations and all of Lhe drawings 
for this paper were made by Miss H. V. Belcher. 
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